training4fire
Driver Training

training4fire - As Individual As Your Mission
To ensure your organization is equipped with a technically proficient work force, Rosenbauer offer unique courses designed to administer all aspects of Operation, Maintenance, Service and Repair activities.
Rosenbauer has unrivalled experience administering basic to advanced level training solutions, for any type of
Rosenbauer product, providing client based training programs which ensure operational efficiency is improved
at all levels.
We hold more than 30 years extensive experience working world wide with governments, international organizations and private companies. Our training solutions are structured around a modular building block approach,
which are cost effective and result oriented.

Driver Training for the Fire Brigade
Our Driver Training program is an intensive driving course. Students will learn to operate fire fighting vehicles.
Training includes classroom instruction and driving on training track. Students perfect driving skills on the private ÖAMTC concourse. Topics of instruction covered during training include accident procedures, daily driver’s
log, trip planning, hazard perception, speed management, vehicle inspection, extreme driving conditions,
hands-on-defensive driving.

Mission
The mission of the Driver Training program is to prepare individuals for a safer driving, avoiding dangerous
situations, safe handling of a fire fighting vehicle in extreme situations and during a mission drive. Protection of
personnel and equipment.
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Driver training center Marchtrenk /Österreich

Theoretical Contents

Practical Contents

Basics of the physics of driving and limits:
▪▪ Speed
▪▪ Braking
▪▪ Tires
▪▪ Road surface
▪▪ Weather conditions
▪▪ Type of vehicle
▪▪ Slope down driving
▪▪ Passive safety features

▪▪ Proper seating
▪▪ Emergency braking
▪▪ Emergency braking in the corner and extreme
steering maneuvers
▪▪ Regaining control of a skidding vehicle
▪▪ Over- and under steering
▪▪ Maneuvering around sudden obstacles
▪▪ Influence of speed in connection with brake
distance
▪▪ Centrifugal force and steering capacity
▪▪ Downhill slope braking
▪▪ Correct cornering
▪▪ Use of axle and drive train locks

Basics of braking technique:
▪▪ Special features of an 2 circuit air brake system
▪▪ Electronic assistant systems
▪▪ Endurance braking system

This training is held by and on the private ÖAMTC
concourse.
We will be happy to answer your questions about our
training4fire modules and to provide a tailor-made
offer to you.

Contact
Rosenbauer International AG
Paschinger Straße 90
4060 Leonding, Austria
Telefon: +43 732 6794-0
Fax: +43 732 6794-89
training@rosenbauer.com

www.rosenbauer.com

Contact persons:
International After Sales Service
Josef Pastl, Senior Service Manager
josef.pastl@rosenbauer.com
Markus Zellinger, Training Supervisor
markus.zellinger@rosenbauer.com

Text and illustrations are not binding. The illustrations may show optional extras only available at extra charge. Rosenbauer retains the right to alter specifications and
dimensions given herein without prior notice. training4fire_driver_training_2012_03
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